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(54) 3D DISPLAY DEVICE AND DRIVING METHOD AND DEVICE THEREFOR

(57) The invention relates to a display device, and
discloses a 3D display device and its driving method and
device. The display device comprises a pixel array and
a raster, the pixel array comprises multiple columns of
sub-pixel groups, each column of sub-pixel groups com-
prises M*N sub-pixels, wherein M is the number of color
categories, and N is a positive integer greater than 3;
each sub-pixel has a rectangular shape, and the odd col-
umns of sub-pixel groups and the even columns of
sub-pixel groups are set staggerly; the display device
comprises multiple occluding rectangles arranged in a
regular array, wherein occluding rectangles in neighbor-

ing columns are set staggerly in the column direction,
and occluding rectangles in columns separated by a col-
umn are symmetrically set relative to the column between
them in the row direction. By employing a pixel array set
staggerly and in cooperation with a raster to form an oc-
cluded pixel array, and combining the design of an algo-
rithm, turn-on point positions of sub-pixels and a corre-
sponding relationship between sampling regions and 3D
view signals are controlled flexibly, and utilization of such
a method of combing the virtual display and 3D increases
the visual resolution of an inserted view, and enhances
the 3D display effect.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to the technical field of
display devices, and in particular, to a 3D display device
and its driving method.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Naked eye 3D (3 dimension) is also a form of
3D, it differentiates between information entering the left
and right eyes of a person by a raster, such that the per-
son perceives a 3D effect, and is applied widely on large
sized TVs. However, because the naked eye 3D has a
light occluding raster design, the PPI (Pixels Per Inch)
reduces much in the process of observation, sometimes
half of the PPI will be reduced, such that the viewed 3D
effect is lowered.
[0003] The virtual display technology is very widely ap-
plied in the current display field, and by making pixels
commonly used, it can cause the visual resolution to be
higher than the physical resolution of the panel. Nowa-
days, the South Korea’s Samsung is the panel maker
who most uses the virtual display technology. However,
since when OLEDs (Organic Light-Emitting Diodes) are
taken as sub-pixels, the difficulty in the process of forming
resin patterns is great, and therefore bottlenecks are en-
countered in manufacturing display screens with a high
PPI. This problem can be well solved by a virtual tech-
nique, which improves the screen resolution perceived
by human eyes. Such a virtual algorithm technique is
named as the pentile technique, which is monopolized
by Samsung and is applied on Samsung’s high-end prod-
ucts such as S3, S4, etc. The arrangement pattern of the
S4 mode is a diamond-shaped arrangement. From the
perspective of the current newest techniques, such an
arrangement breaks through the traditional mode of one
row or one column RGB arrangement, such a display
approach can only use the virtual technology in which
pixels are commonly used for display, and what is rarest
is that the display effect of such an arrangement for dis-
play is very good, and it is worthy of our reference.
[0004] How to combine the naked eye 3D technology
with the virtual display technology to produce high defi-
nition 3D is a challenge, and combination of 3D display
and a virtual algorithm is less introduced in current related
documents and patents.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The invention provides a 3D display device and
its driving method for improving the 3D display effect of
the 3D display device.
[0006] The invention provides a 3D display device
which comprises a pixel array and a raster,
the pixel array comprising multiple columns of sub-pixel
groups, each column of sub-pixel groups comprising M*N

sub-pixels, wherein M is the number of color categories
of the sub-pixels, and N is a positive integer greater than
3; wherein each sub-pixel has a rectangular shape, and
the odd columns of sub-pixel groups and the even col-
umns of sub-pixel groups are set staggerly;
the raster comprising multiple occluding rectangles ar-
ranged in a regular array, each occluding rectangle being
used for occluding at least one sub-pixel in the column
direction; wherein occluding rectangles in neighboring
columns are set staggerly in the column direction, and
occluding rectangles in columns separated by a column
are symmetrically set relative to the column between
them in the row direction.
[0007] In the above technical solution, by employing a
pixel array set staggerly and in cooperation with a raster
to form an occluded pixel array, and combining the design
of an algorithm, turn-on point positions of sub-pixels and
a corresponding relationship between sampling regions
and 3D view signals are controlled flexibly, and utilization
of such a method of combing the virtual display and 3D
can increase the visual resolution of an inserted view,
thereby improving the 3D virtual display resolution and
enhancing the 3D display effect.
[0008] Preferably, the width with which the odd col-
umns of sub-pixel groups and the even columns of sub-
pixel groups are set staggerly is half the width of the sub-
pixels in the column direction; and
the width with which occluding rectangles in neighboring
columns are set staggerly in the column direction is half
the width of the sub-pixels in the column direction.
[0009] Preferably, the width of the occluding rectan-
gles in the column direction is 7/2 times the width of the
sub-pixel units in the column direction, and the width of
them in the row direction is the width of a single sub-pixel.
[0010] Preferably, M is 3, and the colors of the sub-
pixels are red, green and blue.
[0011] Preferably, the pixel array is a triangle array.
[0012] Preferably, in each column of sub-pixel groups,
every M sub-pixels are a view unit sequentially from the
beginning, and neighboring view units correspond to dif-
ferent views in the 3D display.
[0013] The invention further provides a driving method
for a 3D display device, which 3D display device is a 3D
display device as claimed in any of the above; the method
comprising:

dividing a first view and a second view of a 3D view
to be displayed into multiple view units, respectively,
and determining color components of individual
colors in each view unit; and
for each sub-pixel of each view, determining the lu-
minous brightness of the sub-pixel according to the
color components of the color of the sub-pixel in in-
dividual view units covered by a rectangular sam-
pling region corresponding to the sub-pixel and be-
longing to the view.

[0014] In the above technical solution, by employing a
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pixel array set staggerly and in cooperation with a raster
at the same time to form an occluded pixel array, and at
the same time, by the design of an algorithm, turn-on
point positions of sub-pixels and a corresponding rela-
tionship between sampling regions and 3D view signals
are controlled flexibly, and utilization of such a method
of combing the virtual display and 3D can increase the
visual resolution of an inserted view, thereby improving
the 3D virtual display resolution and enhancing the 3D
display effect.
[0015] Preferably, when a sub-pixel located in a region
where occluding rectangles are overlapped in the column
direction is displayed, it is replaced with a sub-pixel in a
neighboring column of sub-pixel groups for display, which
is located outside the region where occluding rectangles
are overlapped in the column direction, closest to it, used
for displaying the same view as it and has the same color
as it.
[0016] Preferably, when a sub-pixel which is not locat-
ed in a region where occluding rectangles are overlapped
in the column direction is displayed, the sampling region
is a rectangular sampling region, the sampling region
takes the centerline of the corresponding sub-pixel in the
column direction as the centerline of the sampling region
in the column direction, the width of the sampling region
in the row direction is two times that of the sub-pixel in
the row direction, and its width in the column direction is
three times that of the sub-pixel in the column direction;
wherein
for sub-pixels in even columns, the sampling region cor-
responding to each sub-pixel covers a part of a sub-pixel
located under the sub-pixel corresponding to the sam-
pling region in the column direction; and
for sub-pixels in odd columns, the sampling region cor-
responding to each sub-pixel joins the sampling region
corresponding to a sub-pixel in an even column in the
column direction, and the positions of it and the sampling
region corresponding to the sub-pixel in the even column
are stagger in the row direction.
[0017] Preferably, for sub-pixels in even columns, the
sampling region corresponding to each sub-pixel covers
a part of a sub-pixel located under the sub-pixel corre-
sponding to the sampling region in the column direction,
which part is between 0 and 1/2 times the length of the
sub-pixel in the column direction.
[0018] Preferably, in a column of sub-pixels neighbor-
ing to the sub-pixel located in the region where occluding
rectangles are overlapped in the column direction, sub-
pixels are sought which are located outside the region
where occluding rectangles are overlapped in the column
direction, display the same view and have the same color
as the sub-pixel; in the found sub-pixels, a sub-pixel clos-
est to the sub-pixel located in the region where occluding
rectangles are overlapped in the column direction is used
as an alternative sub-pixel, and a sampling region is di-
vided out according to the position of the alternative sub-
pixel; the sampling region is a rectangular region, of
which the width in the column direction is between 5 times

and 6 times the width of the sub-pixel in the column di-
rection, and of which the width in the row direction is 2
times the width of the sub-pixel in the row direction; and
in the column direction, both the upper and lower ends
of the sampling region corresponding to the alternative
sub-pixel cover part of a sub-pixel.
[0019] The invention further provides a driving device
for a 3D display device, the display device is a display
device as described above, and the driving device is con-
figured to drive the 3D display device according to a meth-
od mentioned above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS____

[0020]

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an arrangement
of a pixel array provided by an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a combination
of a raster and the pixel array provided by an em-
bodiment of the invention;
Fig. 3 is view units corresponding to a first view in
the pixel array provided by an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of a cooperation of
sub-pixels with the raster corresponding to the first
view provided by an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 5 is view units corresponding to a second view
in the pixel array provided by an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of a cooperation of
sub-pixels with the raster corresponding to the sec-
ond view provided by an embodiment of the inven-
tion;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of a distribution of blue
sub-pixels corresponding to the first view provided
by an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of sampling regions
corresponding to the blue sub-pixels corresponding
to the first view provided by an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of a distribution of
green sub-pixels corresponding to the first view pro-
vided by an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of sampling regions
corresponding to the green sub-pixels correspond-
ing to the first view provided by an embodiment of
the invention;
Fig. 11 is a sampling region corresponding to green
sub-pixels located in a joint region of occluding rec-
tangles in the first view provided by an embodiment
of the invention;
Fig. 12 is a sampling region corresponding to alter-
native pixels of green sub-pixels located in a joint
region of occluding rectangles in the first view pro-
vided by an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 13 is sampling regions corresponding to alter-
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native pixels of green sub-pixels located in a joint
region of occluding rectangles in different columns
in the first view provided by an embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 14 is a schematic diagram of a distribution of
red sub-pixels corresponding to the first view provid-
ed by an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 15 is a sampling region corresponding to alter-
native pixels of red sub-pixels located in a joint region
of occluding rectangles in different columns in the
first view provided by an embodiment of the inven-
tion;
Fig. 16 is a flow chart of a driving method for driving
a 3D display device provided by an embodiment of
the invention; and
Fig. 17 is a block diagram of a 3D display system
provided by an embodiment of the invention.

Reference numbers:

[0021]

10 Pixel array
11 Sub-pixel
12 Alternative pixel
20 Raster
21 Occluding rectangle
22 Joint region
30 First view unit
40 Second view unit

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0022] To improve the naked eye 3D display effect of
a 3D display device, embodiments of the invention pro-
vide a 3D display device and its driving method. In the
technical solution of the invention, by employing the set-
ting of an alien raster and re-planning sampling regions,
the effect of a naked eye 3D picture of the 3D display
device is thus improved. For the convenience of under-
standing the technical solution of the invention, in the
following, the technical solution of the invention will be
described in detail in connection with the drawings and
the particular embodiments.
[0023] First, it needs to be noted that, for the conven-
ience of description, the column ordinals of the sub-pixels
are represented with S1, S2, ..., S10, the ordinals of the
odd columns of sub-pixel groups are represented with
R1, R2, ...., R12, and the ordinals of the even columns
of sub-pixels are represented with C1, C2, ...., C12; and
the position of a sub-pixel is represented with a row
number and a column number.
[0024] With reference to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 together, Fig.
1 shows a schematic diagram of an arrangement of a
pixel array provided by an embodiment of the invention;
and Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a combination
of a raster and the pixel array provided by an embodiment
of the invention.

[0025] An embodiment of the invention provides a 3D
display device which comprises a pixel array 10 and a
raster 20,
the pixel array 10 comprising multiple columns of sub-
pixel groups, each column of sub-pixel groups compris-
ing M*N sub-pixels 11, wherein M is the number of color
categories of the sub-pixels 11, and N is a positive integer
greater than 3; wherein each sub-pixel 11 has a rectan-
gular shape, and the odd columns of sub-pixel groups
and the even columns of sub-pixel groups are set stag-
gerly;
the raster 20 being similar to the shape of a checkerboard
and comprising multiple occluding rectangles 21 ar-
ranged in a regular array, each occluding rectangle 21
being used for occluding at least one sub-pixel 11 in the
column direction; wherein occluding rectangles 21 in
neighboring columns are set staggerly in the column di-
rection, and occluding rectangles in columns separated
by a column are symmetrically set relative to the column
between them in the row direction, that is, occluding rec-
tangles in neighboring odd columns are symmetrically
set relative to the even column between them in the row
direction, and occluding rectangles in neighboring even
columns are symmetrically set relative to the odd column
between them in the row direction.
[0026] In the above embodiment, by employing the pix-
el array 10 set staggerly and in cooperation with the raster
20 at the same time to form occlusion, improvement on
the naked eye 3D display effect of the 3D display device
is achieved. To facilitate the understanding of the struc-
ture and the working principle of the embodiment of the
invention, in the following, they will be described in detail
in connection with specific drawings and embodiments.
[0027] As shown in Fig. 1, which shows an arrange-
ment manner of a pixel array 10 provided by an embod-
iment of the invention, the pixel array 10 comprised by
the 3D display device provided by the embodiment of the
invention consists of multiple sub-pixels, and the multiple
sub-pixels 11 are arranged in an array manner, in par-
ticular, each column of sub-pixel groups comprises M*N
sub-pixels 11, wherein M is the number of color catego-
ries of the sub-pixels 11, and N is a positive integer great-
er than 3; in the specific embodiment, M is 3, the colors
of the sub-pixels 11 are red, green and blue, i.e., red sub-
pixels, green sub-pixels and blue sub-pixels, and in each
column of sub-pixel groups, M sub-pixels are a view unit,
and neighboring view units correspond to a first view and
a second view in the 3D display; that is, when displaying
a naked eye 3D picture, neighboring view units in each
column of sub-pixel groups display the first view and the
second view in the 3D picture signal, respectively; for the
convenience of description, a view unit displaying the
first view is named as a first view unit 30, a view unit
displaying the second view is named as a second view
unit 40, and their arrangement manner is as shown in
Fig. 1, in which the three sub-pixels 11 in the first view
are represented with R1, G1, B1, respectively, and the
three sub-pixels 11 in the second view are represented
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with R2, G2, B2, respectively; and it can be seen from
Fig. 1 that, in the pixel array 10, the first view units 30
and the second view units 40 are arranged alternately.
[0028] In the pixel array 10 in this application, sub-pixel
groups located in an odd column and sub-pixel groups
located in an even column are arranged staggerly. As
shown in Fig. 1, the stagger manner is such that the height
of multiple odd columns of sub-pixel groups is flush, the
height of multiple even columns of sub-pixel groups is
flush, and the width with which the odd columns of sub-
pixel groups and the even columns of sub-pixel groups
are set staggerly is half the width of the sub-pixels 11 in
the column direction, such that the sub-pixels 11 in the
pixel array 10 form a triangle array. That is, as shown in
Fig. 1, sub-pixels 11 of three colors R, G, B form a trian-
gular array, and in the figure, three RGB sub-pixels 11
taken on a "Δ" shape.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 2, which shows a schematic
diagram of a cooperation of the pixel array 10 with a raster
20 provided by an embodiment of the invention, the raster
20 provided by the embodiment is in a checkerboard for-
mat, that is, in the raster 20, occluded occluding rectan-
gles 21 and light transmissive rectangles that allow light
to pass are arranged staggerly, to form a form similar to
a black and white checkerboard. As shown in Fig. 2, what
is shown by the larger dashed box is the raster 20; when
set specifically, the setting between the occluding rec-
tangles 21 is not flush, that is to say, the positions of two
neighboring occluding rectangles 21 in different columns
are staggered, namely, there are some parts of two
neighboring occluding rectangles 21 in the column direc-
tion which are overlapped in the row direction; and as
shown in Fig. 2, the smaller dashed box comprises a joint
region 22 of the positions of neighboring occluding rec-
tangles 21 in different columns.
[0030] It needs to be known that, in embodiments de-
scribed in this document, the joint region refers to a region
where occluding regions are overlapped in the column
direction.
[0031] By employing a stagger setting manner, it is
caused that in the 3D display signals corresponding to
the two views are differentiated in two different eyes, re-
spectively, which reduces the crosstalk phenomenon
and improves the display effect. It may be seen from Fig.
2 that the occluding rectangles 21 employ a stagger set-
ting manner, and occlude part of the sub-pixels 11 in
display. In particular, the width of the occluding rectan-
gles 21 in the column direction is 7/2 times the width of
the sub-pixel 11 units in the column direction, and the
width of them in the row direction is the width of a single
sub-pixel 11. Therefore, with reference to Fig. 3 to Fig.
6 together, Fig. 3 is view units corresponding to the first
view, Fig. 4 is the positions occluded by the raster 20
when the first view is displayed, Fig. 5 is view units cor-
responding to the second view, and Fig. 6 is the positions
occluded by the raster 20 when the second view is dis-
played. It may be seen from Fig. 3 to Fig. 6 that, when
the first view and the second view are displayed, the oc-

cluding rectangles 21 in the raster 20 occlude part of the
displayed sub-pixels 11. With respect to the problem in
the invention that color cast is formed due to half of the
sub-pixels 11 being occluded by the raster 20, the inven-
tion can suitably solve the color cast problem by design-
ing an algorithm and re-designing sampling regions. For
the specifics, reference is made to a driving method for
a 3D display device of the invention.
[0032] An embodiment of the invention further pro-
vides a driving method for a 3D display device, which 3D
display device is a 3D display device as claimed in any
of the above; the method comprising:

dividing a first view and a second view of a 3D view
to be displayed into multiple view units, respectively,
and determining color components of individual
colors in each view unit, which is shown later at 1601
in Fig. 16; and
for each sub-pixel 11 of each view, determining the
luminous brightness of the sub-pixel 11 according to
the color components of the color of the sub-pixel 11
in individual view units covered by a rectangular
sampling region corresponding to the sub-pixel 11
and belonging to the view, which is shown at 1602
in Fig. 16.

[0033] The specific steps are as follows.
[0034] At step One, a first view and a second view of
a 3D view to be displayed are divided into multiple view
units, respectively, and color components of individual
colors in each view unit are determined.
[0035] In particular, M sub-pixels in the 3D display de-
vice correspond to a view unit, wherein M is 3. At the
above step, the first view may be divided into multiple
view units based on the number of pixels of the 3D display
device which can be achieved theoretically. In an em-
bodiment of the invention, 3 sub-pixels are taken as a
theoretical pixel unit, and a theoretical pixel unit in the
embodiment of the invention corresponds to the forego-
ing view unit, which may be a first view unit or a second
view unit. Afterwards, color components occupied by red,
green and blue in an individual theoretical pixel unit are
determined. In the same way, multiple theoretical pixel
units corresponding to the second view and color com-
ponents occupied by red, green and blue in an individual
theoretical pixel unit are obtained. In particular, the left
and right eye views (i.e., the first and second views) may
be divided according to the visual resolution of the
screen, respectively.
[0036] At step Two, for each sub-pixel 11 of each view,
the luminous brightness of the sub-pixel 11 is determined
according to the color components of the color of the sub-
pixel 11 in individual theoretical pixel units covered by a
rectangular sampling region corresponding to the sub-
pixel 11 and belonging to the view.
[0037] Therein, for each sub-pixel, the overlapping ar-
ea of its corresponding rectangular sampling region and
each of the multiple theoretical pixel units and the color
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component corresponding to the color of the sub-pixel
are determined; the product of the overlapping area cor-
responding to each theoretical pixel unit and the corre-
sponding color component is determined; and the lumi-
nous brightness of the sub-pixel is determined according
to the sum of individual products and the area of the sam-
pling region. Of course, in a practical application, the lu-
minous intensity of a corresponding sub-pixel may also
be determined in other way after a rectangular region is
used for sampling, which will not be described in detail
any more in embodiments of the invention.
[0038] At the step Two, when designing the sampling
region specifically, first the position of a sub-pixel 11 is
judged, and when the sub-pixel 11 is not located in a joint
region 22 of the occluding rectangles 21, the sampling
region of the sub-pixel 11 is as follows.
[0039] The sampling region is a rectangular sampling
region, the midline of the sampling region in the column
direction is the midline of the corresponding sub-pixel 11
in the column direction, the width of the sampling region
in the row direction is two times that of the sub-pixel 11
in the row direction, and its width in the column direction
is three times that of the sub-pixel 11 in the column di-
rection;
for sub-pixels 11 in even columns, the sampling region
corresponding to each sub-pixel 11 covers a part of a
sub-pixel 11 located under the sub-pixel 11 correspond-
ing to the sampling region in the column direction; and
for sub-pixels 11 in odd columns, the sampling region
corresponding to each sub-pixel 11 joins the sampling
region corresponding to a sub-pixel 11 in an even column,
and the positions of the sampling region corresponding
to the sub-pixel 11 in the odd column and the sampling
region corresponding to the sub-pixel 11 in the even col-
umn are stagger.
[0040] Therein, for sub-pixels 11 in even columns, the
sampling region corresponding to each sub-pixel 11 cov-
ers a part of a sub-pixel 11 located under the sub-pixel
11 corresponding to the sampling region in the column
direction, which part is between 0 and 1/2 sub-pixel area.
[0041] For the convenience of understanding, in the
following, reference is made to Fig. 7 to Fig. 10. Fig. 7
shows an arrangement manner of blue sub-pixels in the-
oretical pixel units corresponding to the first view, it may
be seen that the blue sub-pixels do not fall within a joint
region 22 and the sampling region needs no special con-
siderations. Fig. 8 correspondingly provides a design of
sampling regions corresponding to blue sub-pixels in the-
oretical pixel units corresponding to the first view. It may
be seen from Fig. 8 that, in this application, a sampling
region corresponding to a blue sub-pixel is a rectangular
sampling region, and sampling regions corresponding to
a sub-pixel 11 located in an odd column and correspond-
ing to a sub-pixel 11 located in an even column join to-
gether. When set specifically, taking the blue sub-pixel
S8C6 as an example, the four vertices of its correspond-
ing sampling region are located in the sub-pixel S7R3,
the sub-pixel S9R3, the sub-pixel S7R6 and the sub-pixel

S9R6, respectively, and it may be seen from Fig. 8 that
the sampling region covers a part of the sub-pixel located
under the blue sub-pixel S8C6, and the covered part is
less than 1/2 sub-pixel area. With respect to blue sub-
pixels in an odd column, taking S7R7 as an example, the
four vertices of its corresponding sampling region are
located in the sub-pixel S6C7, the sub-pixel S8C7, the
sub-pixel S6C10 and the sub-pixel S8C10, respectively,
and as shown in Fig. 8, the positions of the sampling
region corresponding to the blue sub-pixel S8C6 and the
sampling region corresponding to the blue sub-pixel
S7R7 are staggered by the width of one sub-pixel in the
column direction, and the sampling region corresponding
to the blue sub-pixel S8C6 and the sampling region cor-
responding to the blue sub-pixel S7R7 join in the column
direction.
[0042] With reference to Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, Fig. 9
shows a distribution of green sub-pixels, and Fig. 10 pro-
vides forms of sampling regions corresponding to green
sub-pixels. It may be seen from Fig. 9 that green sub-
pixels located in odd columns are located outside joint
regions, and the design of their corresponding sampling
regions is the same as that of the sampling regions of
the blue sub-pixels, whereas green sub-pixels located in
even columns are located in joint regions 22, and the
design of their sampling regions is different from that of
the sampling regions of the blue sub-pixels.
[0043] With respect to green sub-pixels located in odd
columns, reference is made to Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. For the
convenience of understanding, taking the green sub-pix-
el S3R8 as an example for description, since it is not
located in a joint region 22, the four vertices of its corre-
sponding sampling region are located in the sub-pixel
S2C6, the sub-pixel S4C6, the sub-pixel S2C9 and the
sub-pixel S4C9, respectively, and it may be seen from
Fig. 10 that the sampling region corresponding to the
green sub-pixel S3R8 contains a part of the sub-pixel
S3R9, and the part of the sub-pixel is less than 1/2 area
of the green sub-pixel.
[0044] With respect to green sub-pixels located in even
columns, reference is made to Fig. 9, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
together. It may be seen from Fig. 9 that the green sub-
pixels located in the even columns are located in joint
regions 22, and when a sub-pixel located in a joint region
of occluding rectangles is displayed, it is replaced with a
sub-pixel in a neighboring column of sub-pixel groups for
display, which is located outside the joint region of oc-
cluding rectangles, closest to it, used for displaying the
same view as it and has the same color as it. In particular,
in a column of sub-pixels neighboring to the sub-pixel
located in the joint region of occluding rectangles, sub-
pixels are sought which are located outside the joint re-
gion of occluding rectangles, display the same view and
have the same color as the sub-pixel; in the found sub-
pixels, a sub-pixel closest to the sub-pixel located in the
joint region of occluding rectangles is used as an alter-
native sub-pixel, and a sampling region is divided out
according to the position of the alternative sub-pixel; the
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sampling region is a rectangular region, of which the
width in the column direction is between 5 times and 6
times the width of the sub-pixel in the column direction,
and of which the width in the row direction is 2 times the
width of the sub-pixel in the row direction; and in the col-
umn direction, both the upper and lower ends of the sam-
pling region corresponding to the alternative sub-pixel
cover part of a sub-pixel.
[0045] For the convenience of description, taking the
green sub-pixel S4C10 as an example for description, if
the above design of a sampling region is followed, its
corresponding sampling region is as shown in Fig. 11,
and the four vertices of its corresponding sampling region
are located in the sub-pixel S3R9, the sub-pixel S5R9,
the sub-pixel S3R12 and the sub-pixel S5R12, respec-
tively. However, a sub-pixel in the sampling region can
not be fully displayed due to being occluded by the raster.
Therefore, in this embodiment, for a sub-pixel located in
a joint region, its corresponding sampling region is as
shown in Fig. 12. The green sub-pixel S4C10 is still taken
as an example for description. It can be seen from Fig.
12 that the sub-pixel at the position of S4C10 is turned
off, namely, is not displayed, and meanwhile, it needs to
conduct compensation by means of display by S5R8.
However, at this point, the sampling region of S5R8 can
not correspond to the previous one, and therefore, the
sampling region of S5R8 is re-designed. In particular, as
shown in Fig. 12, the four vertices of the rectangular sam-
pling region are located in the sub-pixel S4C6, the sub-
pixel S6C6, the sub-pixel S4C11 and the sub-pixel
S6C11, respectively.
[0046] Reference is made to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 to-
gether, wherein Fig. 12 shows an example in which a
sub-pixel in a column of sub-pixel groups on the right of
a green sub-pixel located in a joint region 22 is taken as
an alternative pixel 12, while Fig. 13 shows an example
in which sub-pixels in columns of sub-pixel groups on the
left of successive four green sub-pixels located in a joint
region 22 are taken as alternative pixels 12. In particular,
for the convenience of description, the green sub-pixel
S4C10 is taken as an example. In Fig. 13, its alternative
sub-pixel is the green sub-pixel S3R8, and the four ver-
tices of its corresponding sampling region are located in
the sub-pixel S2C6, the sub-pixel S4C6, the sub-pixel
S2C11 and the sub-pixel S4C11, respectively.
[0047] Likewise, reference is made to Fig. 14 and Fig.
15 together. Fig. 14 shows a schematic diagram of a
distribution of red sub-pixels. It can be seen from Fig. 14
that red sub-pixels in odd columns are located in joint
regions, and red sub-pixels in even columns are located
outside joint regions. For a red sub-pixel in an even col-
umn, the design of its sampling region is the same as
that of the sampling regions of the blue sub-pixel and the
green sub-pixel described above, and will not be repeat-
ed here. For a red sub-pixel located in a joint region 22,
the design of its sampling region is as shown in Fig. 15.
For a red sub-pixel located in a joint region, a red sub-
pixel closest to it and located in a column of sub-pixels

on the right of it is taken as an alternative pixel 12 for the
design of its sampling region. For the convenience of
description, the red sub-pixel S5R3 is taken as an exam-
ple for illustration. It is located in a joint region 22. In a
specific display, the red sub-pixel S5R3 is turned off and
replaced with the red sub-pixel S6C5, the design of the
sampling region corresponding thereto is a rectangular
sampling region, and the four vertices of the rectangular
sampling region are located in the sub-pixel S5C2, the
sub-pixel S7C2, the sub-pixel S5C7 and the sub-pixel
S7C7, respectively.
[0048] An embodiment of the invention further pro-
vides a driving device for a 3D display device, which is
shown at 1702 in Fig. 17 and which is configured to per-
form the driving method as described above.
[0049] An embodiment of the invention further pro-
vides a 3D display system. Referring to Fig. 17, it com-
prises a 3D display device 1701 according to an embod-
iment of the invention and a driving device 1702 thereof
according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0050] It can be seen from the above description that
by the design of an algorithm, turn-on point positions of
sub-pixels 11 and a corresponding relationship between
sampling regions and 3D view signals are controlled flex-
ibly, and utilization of such a method of combing the vir-
tual display and 3D can increase the visual resolution of
an inserted view, thereby improving the 3D virtual display
resolution and enhancing the 3D display effect.
[0051] Clearly, various changes and variations may be
made by the skilled in the art without departing from the
spirit and scope of the invention. As such, the invention
is also intended to encompass such changes and varia-
tions if the changes and variations of the invention pertain
to the scope of the claims and the equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A 3D display device comprising a pixel array and a
raster, characterized in that,

the pixel array comprises multiple columns of
sub-pixel groups, each column of sub-pixel
groups comprises M*N sub-pixels, wherein M is
the number of color categories of the sub-pixels,
and N is a positive integer greater than 3; where-
in each sub-pixel has a rectangular shape, and
the odd columns of sub-pixel groups and the
even columns of sub-pixel groups are set stag-
gerly;
the raster comprises multiple occluding rectan-
gles arranged in a regular array, each occluding
rectangle is used for occluding at least one sub-
pixel in the column direction; wherein occluding
rectangles in neighboring columns are set stag-
gerly in the column direction, and occluding rec-
tangles in columns separated by a column are
symmetrically set relative to the column be-
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tween them in the row direction.

2. The 3D display device as claimed in claim 1, char-
acterized in that, the width with which the odd col-
umns of sub-pixel groups and the even columns of
sub-pixel groups are set staggerly is half the width
of the sub-pixels in the column direction; and
the width with which occluding rectangles in neigh-
boring columns are set staggerly in the column di-
rection is half the width of the sub-pixels in the col-
umn direction.

3. The 3D display device as claimed in claim 1, char-
acterized in that, the width of the occluding rectan-
gles in the column direction is 7/2 times the width of
the sub-pixel units in the column direction, and the
width of the occluding rectangles in the row direction
is the width of a single sub-pixel.

4. The 3D display device as claimed in claim 1, char-
acterized in that, M is 3, and the colors of the sub-
pixels are red, green and blue.

5. The 3D display device as claimed in claim 4, char-
acterized in that, the pixel array is a triangle array.

6. The 3D display device as claimed in any of claims
1-5, characterized in that, in each column of sub-
pixel groups, every M sub-pixels are a view unit se-
quentially from the beginning, and neighboring view
units correspond to different views in the 3D display.

7. A driving method for a 3D display device, charac-
terized in that, the display device is a display device
as claimed in claim 1; and the method comprises:

dividing a first view and a second view of a 3D
view to be displayed into multiple view units, re-
spectively, and determining color components
of individual colors in each view unit; and
for each sub-pixel of each view, determining the
luminous brightness of the sub-pixel according
to the color components of the color of the sub-
pixel in individual view units covered by a rec-
tangular sampling region corresponding to the
sub-pixel and belonging to the view.

8. The driving method as claimed in claim 7, charac-
terized in that, when a sub-pixel located in a region
where occluding rectangles are overlapped in the
column direction is displayed, it is replaced with a
sub-pixel in a neighboring column of sub-pixel
groups for display, which is located outside the re-
gion where occluding rectangles are overlapped in
the column direction, closest to it, used for displaying
the same view as it and has the same color as it.

9. The driving method as claimed in claim 7, charac-

terized in that, when a sub-pixel which is not located
in a region where occluding rectangles are over-
lapped in the column direction is displayed, the sam-
pling region is a rectangular sampling region, the
sampling region takes the centerline of the corre-
sponding sub-pixel in the column direction as the
centerline of the sampling region in the column di-
rection, the width of the sampling region in the row
direction is two times the width of the sub-pixel in the
row direction, and the width of the sampling region
in the column direction is three times that of the sub-
pixel in the column direction; wherein

for sub-pixels in even columns, the sampling re-
gion corresponding to each sub-pixel covers a
part of a sub-pixel located under the sub-pixel
corresponding to the sampling region in the col-
umn direction; and
for sub-pixels in odd columns, the sampling re-
gion corresponding to each sub-pixel joins the
sampling region corresponding to a sub-pixel in
an even column in the column direction, and the
positions of the sampling region corresponding
to the sub-pixel in the odd column and the sam-
pling region corresponding to the sub-pixel in
the even column are stagger in the row direction.

10. The driving method as claimed in claim 9, charac-
terized in that, for sub-pixels in even columns, the
sampling region corresponding to each sub-pixel
covers a part of a sub-pixel located under the sub-
pixel corresponding to the sampling region in the col-
umn direction, the length of the part covered is be-
tween 0 and 1/2 times the length of the sub-pixel in
the column direction.

11. The driving method as claimed in claim 8, charac-
terized by further comprising:
in a column of sub-pixels neighboring to the sub-pixel
located in the region where occluding rectangles are
overlapped in the column direction, seeking sub-pix-
els which are located outside the region where oc-
cluding rectangles are overlapped in the column di-
rection, display the same view and have the same
color as the sub-pixel; in the found sub-pixels, using
a sub-pixel closest to the sub-pixel located in the
region where occluding rectangles are overlapped
in the column direction as an alternative sub-pixel,
and dividing out a sampling region according to the
position of the alternative sub-pixel, wherein the
sampling region is a rectangular region, the width of
the rectangular region in the column direction is be-
tween 5 times and 6 times the width of the sub-pixel
in the column direction, and the width of the rectan-
gular region in the row direction is 2 times the width
of the sub-pixel in the row direction, and in the column
direction, both the upper and lower ends of the sam-
pling region corresponding to the alternative sub-pix-
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el cover part of a sub-pixel.

12. A driving device for a 3D display device, character-
ized in that, the display device is a display device
as claimed in claim 1; and the driving device is con-
figured to perform a method as claimed in any of
claims 7-11.

13. A 3D display system comprising a 3D display device
according to claim 1 and a driving device according
to claim 12.
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